It's a Wrap Ornaments

There are no special techniques or fancy stitching needed for these festive tree ornaments. Simply wrap foam balls with pretty Scrubby Sparkle yarn and finish off with a hanging loop and bead. Kids and friends without needlework skills will enjoy getting together and making these!

Ball measures 4½” (11.5 cm) in diameter.

ORNAMENT
Wrapping the Ball
Apply glue to the top and bottom of a Styrofoam® ball, place beginning tail of yarn in the glue at the top of the ball, and wrap yarn around evenly. Cut yarn, apply glue to end tail, and secure in place. Allow glue to dry thoroughly before handling.

Hanger
Thread 10” (25.5 cm) length of yarn on needle. Pull this strand under several strands of yarn at the top and tie a knot. Thread the strand through the bead. Tie a knot 2” (5 cm) from the bead and trim excess yarn. Apply glue to bottom of bead and adhere to the top of the ornament.

Four-Stripe Ball
Following instructions for wrapping the ball, wrap a ball with A. Wrap 4 horizontal rows, 2 each with B and C as follows: apply a row of glue around the ball where desired, place yarn on the glue, wrap around 4 times. Cut yarn, apply glue to end tail, and secure in place. Make hanger in desired color and bead.

Center Stripe Ball
Following instructions for wrapping the ball, wrap a ball with B. Apply several rows of glue horizontally around the middle of the ball. Wrap A around the ball over the glue as many times as needed to make a 1” (2.5 cm) wide band. Cut yarn, apply glue to end tail, and secure in place. Apply a row of glue around the center of the band. Wrap C over the band as many times as desired. Cut yarn, apply glue to end tail, and secure in place. Make hanger in desired color and bead.

What you will need:
RED HEART® Scrubby Sparkle™: 1 ball each 8001 Marshmallow A, 8929 Strawberry B, 8690 Avocado C

Supplies
Craft glue, yarn needle, three 4” (10 cm) Styrofoam® brand balls, 3 large beads with large holes (samples used item #0500-04 Assorted Wood Beads by Darice)
Tri-Color Ball
Following instructions for wrapping the ball, wrap 1/3 of the ball with each color, applying additional glue on beginning and end tails as needed.
Make hanger in desired color and bead.

ABBREVIATIONS
A, B, C = Color A, Color B, Color C.